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We are learning about savsMas and I'd like to

students. My name is henn e-Sg
an4 I'm a 5th grade studen,.t at
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Hello fellow

share with you about what silvfinnos are) how
importunt they arq ?nd a plant of particular
interest to ffi€, Cn.h n F t"rt .
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About ftr€...

But before I start my book, I'd like to share
!.Yith you aQout some of my favorite things.
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Okay, now I'm ready to write about what
s$vfirunfis are"and fac(s about one of my favorite
plants, Cnc,L,ul nhnt _



First, suvilnnas are found in a wide band on
either side of the equator on the edges of tropical
forests and desert biomes. Savannas are typically
characterized as rolling grasslands scattered with
shrubs and isolated trees. Additional
characteristics are:
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Secondr wG are v€ry fortunate to literally have
suv&nnos as part of our community. They serve
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, such as:



Third, there is a, particula plant of interest to
ffi€r namely the . I chose
this plant beqause_
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In the following paragraphs, I wiII briefly
discuss the following: common name, scientific
name, physical characteristics, needs, range, if the
plant is native or non-native, habitat, adaptations,
population, status, animals that eat the plant, and
whether aborigines used the plant.
I hope you enioy the bookl



Numes

The
common name is

has two names. The
and

the scientffic ruame is

In scienbe, the scientiftc nilme is the genus and
species of the plant or animal.

Physicul churacteristics...my plunt looks like...



Negds...

In order t w, it needs
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My plant is also yery important

ecosystem because it prgvides
othery animalp, such as
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Range...wlrere it's foand...
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Native or non-ruative. . .to belortg or not to belong . ..

The range

VIy plant is
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The habitat i

Habitat...wheFe plant lives...

Adaptations. ..special featuFes .. .

After researching the
Ilve vered that
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Population

' The population of the
r\
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Wholwhat eats me?

Animals tha
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Aborigin€s...

I was curious to investiigate whether the
aborigines used the,
bf aqy murposes. *\Mhat I discbvpred was
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Referenees
(books, articles, web-sites, etc.)
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Thank you for reading my book
enJo ed it and learned a lot about the

. Please feel free to
iommenl about my book and also, test your
knowledge by answering the following questions
below. I look forward to hearing from you.

Comments for me:
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Questions for you z (See tf W.can answer these...)
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I Template book cog'right 2$l2W Lisa M. Algee
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